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Beasts of Burden
Feral Burros and the American West
Abraham H. Gibson
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T

he Spanish mustangs who roam the western United States are one
of the most famous animal populations on Earth. They have not only
transformed western landscapes for the past several centuries, but
have also played an integral role in shaping the cultural identity of
the American west. Roaming the nation’s vast interior, these horses
(Equus caballus) comingled with cowboys and Indians. They helped
facilitate the destruction of the bison, and they helped establish the
open range. Mustangs have inspired majestic prose, stunning photography, and discount wall calendars in equal measure, and they
have loaned their good name to sports teams and sports cars alike.
Beﬁtting this high esteem, Congress vowed to protect the nation’s
free-roaming mustangs in 1971. Unfortunately, federal stewardship
has introduced as many problems as it has solved, and so the ultimate fate of the mustangs remains the subject of passionate debate.1
By comparison, very few people seem to realize or care that thousands of burros also roam the American west.2 In fact, many people
living east of the Mississippi River do not even know what a burro
is. Plain and simple, the burro is an ass. No, really. Burro is the
Spanish word for donkey or ass, but all three labels describe the
exact same species: Equus asinus. In the western half of the United
States, these animals have always gone by their Spanish name, a fact
that reﬂects their Mexican ancestry. Mustangs and burros share a
38
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few basic similarities. Perhaps most signiﬁcantly, they are phylogenetic ﬁrst cousins. They belong to the same genus, and are so closely
related to one another that they can (usually under human compulsion) interbreed with one another and produce mules. Despite their
close kinship to horses, however, the nation’s burros enjoy a much
different reputation. They do not attract as much notice, and they
certainly do not adorn as many calendars.
Despite their overlooked status, burros have made important
contributions to the ecology and culture of the American west. They
have occupied many different cultural categories during their long
tenure in the region, and each new designation has inﬂuenced their
numbers and distribution in unique ways. During the second half of
the nineteenth century, burros were considered the paradigm pack
animal, the consummate beast of burden. They allowed prospectors and miners to access the region’s most remote places, and their
numbers soared accordingly. By the end of the century, depleted
mines and improved transportation had rendered burros increasingly superﬂuous, and they were cast off like so much outdated technology. Relying on the same toughness and perseverance that had
once endeared them to generations of prospectors, burros not only
survived in the wild but thrived. By the early twentieth century, tens
of thousands of feral burros roamed the desert wastes. They soon
attracted the notice of entrepreneurs and hunters, who both treated
the population as a newfound quarry. Some people slaughtered burros for commercial purposes, while others did so for fun, but they
all enjoyed the full support of ranchers, biologists, and management
officials. These parties all agreed that feral burros were invasive
pests who needed to be eradicated.
Not everyone castigated the burros, however. A group of concerned and exceedingly persistent citizens fought on behalf of all
feral equids, and they petitioned Congress to extend the promise
of survival to horses and burros alike. Their efforts culminated in
1971, when Congress passed, and President Nixon signed, the “Wild
Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act.” The law proclaimed that the
nation’s feral equids were “living symbols of the historic and pioneer
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spirit of the west,” and it prohibited anyone from killing the animals.3 The law’s subsequent effect on mustangs is well known and
well chronicled. There are currently about 35,000 mustangs roaming
public lands in the west, while an even larger number of reclaimed
animals are conﬁned to holding facilities where they await an adoption that may or may not ever take place.4 The burros have had an
altogether different experience. Most signiﬁcantly, the current population of feral burros on western lands is a fraction of what it was
when the federal government assumed stewardship in 1971.
Reconstructing the burros’ lost history not only helps one understand the animals’ current plight, but will shed light on several new
avenues of potentially fruitful research.5 In particular, the feral label
seems especially ripe for analysis. This designation applies to any
animal who was once domesticated, or had domesticated ancestors,
but who now live in the wild, free from direct human involvement.
The feral designation not only connotes the absence of a bond, but
more speciﬁcally connotes the dissolution of a preexisting bond. This
subtle distinction renders feral animals unique among life on Earth.
After all, scientists and scholars have traditionally divided the world’s
vertebrate fauna into two categories, wild and domesticated, but
some animals cannot be shoehorned into this strict dichotomy. Feral
populations are neither wild nor domestic, and yet they have known
both worlds. Deﬁned by their past association with humans, feral
animals offer unique insights into the complicated and controversial
nature of “wilderness.”6 In similar fashion, the burros’ remarkable
history also calls to mind the growing body of literature on commensal animals. These are creatures who were never domesticated
in the strictest sense of the word, but who have nevertheless opportunistically carved out an existence adjacent to, and reliant upon,
the human niche.7 Finally, studying the history of feral burros in the
American west draws one’s attention to several pressing questions
that have still never been satisfactorily answered. Namely, what happens to the animals we no longer need? What kind of future do they
face? What does their condition reveal about human values?
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To understand the history of burros in the American west, one
must ﬁ rst understand how they got there in the ﬁ rst place. Research
indicates that burros were ﬁrst domesticated in North Africa around
5,000 years ago, centuries before the earliest Egyptian dynasties.8
Although burros were originally retained for dairy purposes, they
soon gained a reputation as the ultimate beast of burden. Horses
were larger and more powerful, but they wilted in the harsh African
desert. By comparison, burros could withstand just about anything.
They were extraordinarily hardy animals blessed with sure footing and a notoriously accurate nose for water, qualities that proved
invaluable in the desert. In short order, these legendary beasts of burden diffused throughout the Mediterranean world, and they eventually spread throughout most of Eurasia. Burros prospered especially
well on the Iberian Peninsula, and when Spanish explorers ventured
across the Atlantic Ocean in the late ﬁfteenth century, they brought
burros with them. The animals quickly proved their worth, and were
especially popular on the mainland, in present-day Mexico, where
they became an integral part of Mexican culture. The ﬁ rst burros to
enter the present-day United States crossed the Rio Grande with Juan
de Onate in 1598.9
Finding the arid climate and rugged terrain comparable to the
African desert from whence their ancestors hailed, burros thrived in
the American west. Their durable constitution and headstrong resilience endeared them to generations of settlers, who considered the
animal particularly well-suited to burdensome tasks. Burros proved
essential to a number of professions, but became most readily identiﬁed with the prospector. The image of an old prospector and his
trusty burro is a familiar trope, but it is also an established fact.10
Burros were often the only friends that prospectors had, and vice
versa. They traveled hundreds, sometimes thousands, of miles across
some of the harshest terrain on Earth in search of better fortunes,
and all they generally found was each other. They forged deep and
meaningful bonds, prompting many prospectors to proudly proclaim
that faithful burros were their closest friends.11 The creatures became
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so closely identiﬁed with one another that it was difficult to consider
them apart. Famed naturalist William T. Hornaday described the
burro as “the silent partner of the tired and hungry prospector and
the luckless pack animal of the rainless lands.”12 Their relationship
was proverbial, and retains iconic status even now.
In truth, however, far more burros were employed in the mining
operations that followed successful prospecting. Whether hauling
minerals, equipment, or water, burros were essential to all aspects of
mining operations in the American west during the second half of the
nineteenth century. When California’s human population exploded
during the Gold Rush of 1849, so too did its burro population. Exact
numbers are difficult to come by, but the increase in miners no doubt
hints at a corresponding increase in burros. In 1848, barely 13,000
non-Native people were living in California. By 1850, that number

2.1. Many remembered the prospector with his burro as a ubiquitous sight
in the nineteenth-century west. C. D. Nichols, photographer, The Prospector, 1903, Grants Pass, Oregon. Library of Congress.
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topped 100,000, an estimated forty percent of whom were engaged in
mining.13 Subsequent mineral rushes brought thousands more people
and thousands more burros. In many mining camps, burros outnumbered the men. They were most valuable in those regions that were
hardest to reach and experiencing a robust mining boom. There, one
could always ﬁnd burros parked outside the grocery store or outﬁtters shop, biding their time like so many idling station wagons.
Alas, nothing lasts forever, and burros soon found their fortunes
tied to two critical aspects of the mining business. First, it is a cruel
truism of prospecting that gold is a limited resource, and that every
boom must go bust. When miners exhausted local mineral deposits, the demand for burros in that area dropped precipitously. Lacking a market for their services, many of the animals were cast off
to fend for themselves in the wild. Second, where mines survived,
those mines became increasingly mechanized. “With the advent of
better roads, improved means of transportation, and the fading of
the mining boom, the importance of burros as pack or draft animals waned,” geographer Tom McKnight writes.14 As such, burros
became increasingly superﬂuous. By the turn of the century, cheaper
automobiles (known colloquially as “ﬂivvers”) had begun to replace
the legendary beast of burden. “The ﬂivver is nudging the old-time
desert burro out of a job,” the Los Angeles Times reported. “The
ﬂivver can cover distance so rapidly and carry prospectors and their
grub boxes so quickly to the bases of the hills they want to explore
that the burros are being discarded.”15
Across the west, burros were turned loose in large numbers to
fend for themselves in the desert wilds. They proved well suited to
the task. As famed Western writer Zane Grey explained, “They
have the most wonderful endurance—never stumble or fall—an’
[sic] can exist on practically nothing.”16 Simply put, burros boasted
an undeniable penchant for survival. They were signiﬁcantly larger
than any other desert fauna, and thus proved adept at monopolizing
the desert’s paltry and intermittent supplies of water. Meanwhile, as
the demand for burro labor continued to drop, the animals’ natural fecundity ran its course. Most jennies (female burros) reliably
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bore at least one foal every twelve months, most of whom survived
and continued the trend. Dispatches from across the Mojave Desert
conﬁrmed that tens of thousands of feral burros roamed the barren
wastes by the early twentieth century.17
But these were not the same burros who once helped prospectors
mine for gold. Most literally, an increasing number of them were
born in the “wild,” free from direct human oversight. Because they
had never known humans, these feral burros developed a healthy
aversion to their ancestors’ former companions. An old desert teamster from San Bernardino named Ed Baker described a typical ﬁ rst
encounter. He had accidentally stumbled across an enormous herd of
feral burros while exploring the desert wilderness near Lone Willow.
From atop a hillcrest, Baker had quietly counted two hundred burros milling about the desert ﬂoor, when one of the animals caught
notice of him. In an instant, the entire herd quickly galloped in the
opposite direction. “As they swept along they were joined by other
droves,” Baker recalled, “until the noise of their hoofs pounding on
the earth as they ﬂew along ﬁlled the valley with a continuous roar,
which died away as the droves disappeared over the hills.”18 Others
registered similar reports. After visiting the Panamint Mountains,
George J. Bancroft noted that the region’s “wild jacks bore holes in
the atmosphere at the ﬁrst scent of danger.”19 Harry Carr claimed
that “no man can catch . . . the famous band of wild burros” who
roam the American west, and that the animals “tear across the desert
like antelope.”20
Observers could scarcely believe that the same plodding creature
who once bore humanity’s heaviest burdens underwent such radical
changes in humanity’s absence. “Quiet and stupid as a burro usually appears, he is quite another creature when free,” one reporter
proclaimed.21 “From a slow, stupid beast of small wit, initiative, or
resources, they developed quickness, agility, and cunning,” observed
another, adding that “a few whiffs of the heady air of freedom are
enough to bring about an astonishing change.”22 M. E. Musgrave,
game specialist for the United States Forest Service, claimed that
wild burros were the “wildest wild animals” in the Southwest.
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“They are the trickiest, the most savage, the farthest removed from
man and civilization,” he explained. 23 Similarly, the aforementioned
Hornaday claimed that they were “wilder than the (native) mountain sheep.”24
Federal agents deemed all these feral burros “worse than valueless,” but westerners consistently proved them wrong.25 On numerous occasions and in numerous places, people rounded up the local
burros and slaughtered them for commercial purposes. Some of
the animals were eventually turned into leather, some were turned
into fertilizer, and some were turned into pet food.26 The number
of feral burros, which had mushroomed in the absence of humans,
now plummeted as humans again viewed them through a commercial lens. It was time to sound the “death knell” for the burro, one
reporter opined. “The gentle and patient burro is doomed in the
Southwest,” another predicted.27
Just when it looked like burros might disappear from the west
altogether, several aging prospectors made public appeals to save
the animal. In 1919, one self-described “pioneer citizen” of Cochise
County reminded his neighbors that burros “blazed the way to make
the country what it is.” He likened the murder of burros to the murder of one’s own family members. “Any man who will do that [kill
burros] would exterminate his grandmother. He is anything but a
man.”28 In 1924, a veteran prospector named Philip Hess warned
that “the burros are going the way of the buffalo,” and, according to
reports, Hess considered it a “gol darned national outrage.”29 Finally,
another “grizzled veteran . . . of the desert hills” named Shorty Harris also decried the west’s new attitude toward burros. His branded
herd had recently somehow been corralled along with several thousand feral burros and sold to the proprietor of a fox farm. The proprietor of the farm fed the burros’ remains to his skulk of foxes,
whom he was raising for pelts. “They [burros] have gone with me all
over Death Valley in the summertime,” Harris lamented. “They were
the best friends I ever had. And where are they now? Why, they’re
just a bunch of meat over there in San Bernardino Mountains that is
being fed into fur for a lot of ﬂappers and ﬁlm actresses!”30
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Efforts to provide the burros with legal protection stalled in the
1930s, however, perhaps in part because the press took the campaign
only half-seriously. “When the next Arizona legislature meets,” one
reporter observed, “many a champion will rise to defend the ugly,
lazy, ornery, stubborn, ﬂea-bitten burro, whose very life is now in
peril.”31 The Board of Supervisors in San Bernardino rejected outright the notion that burros were worth saving. “We consider the
burro just as much a varmint and a pest as the coyote,” the Board
declared.32 Despite setbacks, the burros’ champions remained vocal.
In 1939, the Chuck Wagon Trailers, an association of old-time teamsters, came to the defense of feral burros. The group “protests vigorously against killing of the animals by a company which converts
the meat into dog food,” the papers reported.33 In 1939, California passed a law making it “unlawful to kill wild burros for animal
food.”34 Curiously, the statute’s explicit reference to “animal food”
meant that killing burros for fun remained perfectly legal and thus
continued largely unabated.
In 1953, the California Department of Fish and Game issued a
press release encouraging the state’s citizens to kill as many “dustcaked jackasses” as they wished. The animals were detrimental to
desert ecology, the state explained, because they “take over and
ruin desert springs and water holes, destroy forage for game and
stock, and are one of the few animals which will kill the young of
other species.” What is more, the memo continued, hunters would be
rewarded with a “ﬁ rst-rate chase” and nearly “500 pounds of sweet
gamy meat.”35 California’s hunters happily heeded this call to arms,
and hundreds of burros were killed for the sheer fun of it.36 The legal
and willful slaughter devastated burro populations, which had “now
been reduced to numbers threatening extinction.”37
The state’s extermination campaign inspired still more public
outcry. George Crosier of the SPCA remarked “that it is about as
sporting to shoot a burro as it would be to shoot a loving cocker
spaniel.”38 Citizens wrote letters to the editor in which they expressed
“repugnance and disgust” at people who hunted burros. “What sort
of creature can . . . indulge in wanton slaughter of these friendly and
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harmless little animals?” one citizen asked.39 Governor (and later
Chief Justice) Earl Warren signed a bill making it a misdemeanor to
kill feral burros, but the bill had no teeth and was seldom enforced.
When geographer Tom McKnight examined the distribution of feral
burros in in 1958, he determined that there were approximately
5,500 feral burros in California and maybe 13,000 in all of the western states.40 All of the available evidence indicated that there were far
fewer burros in the west than there had been in previous decades.41
Many people feared that shrinking habitats and acrimonious
humans would eventually exterminate the feral herds altogether.
Those fears prompted Velma Johnston, better known as “Wild
Horse Annie,” to spend her entire adult life ﬁghting on behalf of feral
horses and burros. Her campaign for mustangs has garnered most of
the attention from historians, but she also insisted that free-roaming burros should be protected alongside free-roaming horses.42 Her
campaign culminated in 1971, when Nixon signed the Wild FreeRoaming Horses and Burros Act. The law declared feral horses and
burros “living symbols of the historic and pioneer spirit of the west,”
and prohibited citizens from killing the creatures. Anyone found in
violation of the statute faced a year in jail and a $2,000 ﬁne.43 Nixon
waxed poetic when signing the bill, commenting that in these modern times “the tonic of wilderness, as David Thoreau called it, seems
all too scarce.”44 He offered no comment on the tonic of ferality.
This Act was important for several reasons. Most importantly,
the law grouped the burros together with their fellow equids, the mustangs. There can be little doubt that burros piggybacked their way to
federal protection on the ﬂanks of their more glamorous cousins. If
speeches and letters to the editor are any indication, Americans were
far more interested in saving majestic horses than simple burros. In
fact, the Act itself deﬁned a “herd” as “one or more stallion and his
mares,” despite the fact that male and female burros are known as
jacks and jennies, respectively.45 The Act also prompted signiﬁcant
questions about what we should do with the burro if not kill it. After
all, the law essentially rendered it illegal to molest, in any way, nonnative ungulates, who ecologists agreed were doing irreparable harm
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to the desert ecosystem. As federal protection enabled the burros’ naturally high fecundity to run its course, wildlife managers struggled to
accommodate the animals’ swelling presence. “Every biologist who
has studied the situation has become convinced that a heavy concentration of burros is detrimental both to the vegetation and to other
herbivorous animals in the area,” McKnight wrote, explaining that
burros monopolized and polluted the desert’s scant water resources
and overgrazed its fragile and limited vegetation.46 Officials in California offered similar testimony. “Feral burros have caused devastating
damage to the vegetation and soil, which has resulted in a deterioration of the entire biota,” state management officials insisted.47
As the decade wore on, the stage was set for confrontation. By
1975, there were approximately 15,000 burros roaming public lands
in the west, a ﬁfty per cent increase in just four years.48 Without any
changes to the current management program, the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) predicted that more than 1.5 million burros
would be roaming the west by 2000.49 The growing number of burros
and the government’s inability to control them led to several highproﬁle episodes in which herds reached “breaking points” that necessitated immediate action. The ﬁrst episode began in 1976, just ﬁve
years after the Wild Horse and Burro Act was signed into law, when
officials at Grand Canyon National Park announced plans to kill more
than a thousand burros within the park’s boundaries. “The animals
are not native to the canyon, compete for food with native species such
as desert bighorn sheep, and cause extensive damage by overgrazing,”
officials explained.50 Surveying a landscape denuded of vegetation,
park employee Jim Walter shook his head. “Hell, this isn’t a national
park,” he declared in disgust. “This is a wild burro pasture.”51
The decision to kill the burros signaled a return to earlier policy. The park had killed more than 2,800 burros between 1920 and
1969, before public outcry and federal legislation prompted the program’s abatement.52 The park’s latest attempt to control the herd’s
population inspired vocal protest. Park officials were overwhelmed
with more than 12,000 letters, most pleading that the burros not
be killed. The Park was also hit with a lawsuit demanding that an
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environmental impact statement ﬁrst be prepared. Joan Blue, president of the 6,000-member American Horse Protection Association,
exclaimed that the Park Service “ought to be ashamed for even suggesting” that the burros be killed.53
As had proved true throughout the century, the push to save feral
burros was provided by humanitarian lay people rather than scientists. In fact, biologists and wildlife conservation groups agreed with
the park’s plan to kill the burros. At its annual meeting in March
1976, the National Wildlife Federation voted to support the Park’s
plan. A spokesperson for the Sierra Club also endorsed the plan,
citing the ecological devastation wrought by foraging burros. “The
damage by burros is evident, continuous, and progressively getting
worse,” he argued, adding that he was “not the least bit enthusiastic about the program to kill the burros . . . but it is a necessary
evil.” Another spokesperson for the Sierra Club defended the park’s
plan because the burro “is a non-native species causing a great many
problems to plants and animals that have existed in the canyon for
centuries.”54 Several biologists complained that burros usurped territory from the native bighorn sheep, though at least one prominent
voice questioned that wisdom. Paul Martin pointed out that because
Equidae ﬁrst evolved in North America, burros may in fact be considered more native to North America than even the bighorn sheep.
“Having moved in millions of years after the evolution and radiation
of the Equidae,” Martin writes, “it is not clear, to me at least, why
the mountain sheep must be regarded as more ‘native’ than the feral
burros.”55 Echoing Martin’s opinion, Connie Barlow notes that “by
removing the burros, the Park Service had not eliminated an alien
species but denied citizenship to species attempting repatriation.”56
In response to the Park’s plan to kill a thousand burros, well-known
author and humanitarian Cleveland Amory organized a campaign on
the animals’ behalf. Amory’s organization, Fund for Animals, led a
national campaign to save the beleaguered herds. The group collected
over $500,000 and negotiated the release of all burros within Grand
Canyon National Park. Though the logistical hurdles were enormous,
the Fund for Animals moved every burro out of the park and into
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temporary holding facilities where they would then go up for adoption. The removal process began with hired wranglers, who lassoed
feral burros to the ground, one by one. Each burro was then individually loaded into a hammock and whisked away by a helicopter.57 Despite the hardships involved, the Fund for Animals successfully moved
580 burros out of Grand Canyon National Park in March 1981.58
Their victory was short-lived. At almost precisely the same time
that burros were being airlifted out of the Grand Canyon, hundreds
more were being gunned down at the China Lake Naval Air Weapons Center on the other side of the Mojave Desert. Over two weekends that March, and without any prior public notice, the Navy
initiated an “emergency burro reduction program.” Officials at the
largest weapons testing center in the United States contracted two
marksmen to come in and gun the animals down from hovering helicopters. In a matter of days, they killed 648 burros.59 The killings
were focused on a 275 square-mile swath (out of 1712 square miles)
surrounding the base’s airstrips.
As might be expected, the Navy’s actions inspired signiﬁcant
debate. Cleveland Amory condemned the killings as both “ghastly”
and “outrageous,” while letters to newspapers protested “the senseless killings of God’s creatures.” Despite the public outcry, the Navy
stood its ground.60 Officials offered data showing that the burro population had increased from barely 800 to more than 5,000 between
1970 and 1980.61 “I have been concerned for some time that a Navy
jet aircraft will hit a burro on a runway and crash,” Captain William
B. Haff, center commander, explained in a prepared statement. The
Navy offered photographic evidence that burros sometimes traipsed
across the runways.62 Some citizens celebrated the Navy’s decision,
calling the burro an ecological “nuisance.” Joseph Mallory insisted
that the swelling numbers were “a problem not only to human life
and valuable equipment but also to a carefully balanced ecosystem.”
The present population of burros, he wrote, “destroys more than
50,000 pounds of vegetation every day. Their eating habits uproot
plants, eliminating regrowth and denying feed to native animals.”
He concluded that “they simply must be eliminated.”63
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A slew of animal-rights groups, including the Fund for Animals,
the American Humane Association, and the ﬂedgling Animal Legal
Defense Fund, ﬁled suit against the Navy. The two sides settled out
of court and, in October 1981, the Navy agreed to pay the animal-rights coalition $50 per head to remove the burros from China
Lake. Over the next two years, wranglers and helicopters helped
the coalition successfully remove more than six thousand (!) burros
from China Lake. The rescued animals were delivered to a central
holding facility, at which point animal-protection groups not only
assumed ﬁ nancial and legal responsibility, but also fed and cared
for the burros until they were adopted. By 1984, the Navy reported
that most of the burros removed from China Lake had been adopted
as pets.64

2.2. Cowboys and Helicopters Round up Burros in China Lake, 1983. Between February 1982 and August 1983, Bureau of Land Management wranglers (which included cowboys and helicopters) rounded up and removed
4,387 burros from China Lake Naval Air Weapons Center. Photograph from
McGill, “Feral Equine Management at the Naval Weapons Center.”
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When President Richard Nixon signed the Wild Horses and Burros Act in 1971, there were approximately eleven thousand feral burros roaming the American west. The population steadily declined
over the next few decades as more than thirty-four thousand burros
were adopted off the range. By 2006, there were fewer than four
thousand burros on public lands, though conditions have changed
dramatically since then.65 Most signiﬁcantly, the economic meltdown
that began in 2008 has severely reduced the number of people who
are willing to assume the responsibilities (and the costs) of adopting a burro. As a result, demand for burros has plummeted, and,
consequently, the number on public lands has soared. There are now
more than eight thousand burros on public lands, and another eight
hundred who have been swept off the range and now live in BLM
holding facilities.66 In an attempt to suppress the animals’ burgeoning numbers, government officials have turned to science.
In June 2013, the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Research Council issued a report endorsing the use of a birth-control
drug known as Porcine Zona Pellucida (PZP) as the most effective,
economical, and humane means of controlling feral equid populations. Less than a month later, an anonymous philanthropist donated
$760,000 (USD) to the Humane Society of the United States to fund
the Platero Project, a multi-pronged attempt to improve the status
of burros through public engagement and scientiﬁc research.67 More
speciﬁcally, the initiative will allow biologists to stabilize the nation’s
free-roaming burro population by delivering immunocontraceptives
on an as-needed basis . . . which is all just a fancy way of saying that
scientists will shoot the burros with birth-control darts. This will not
harm the burros, but it will temporarily render them sterile. The vaccine can last for several years, but the effects need not be permanent.
Biologist Jay Kirkpatrick ﬁrst tested this unique method on the feral
horses who roam Assateague Island National Seashore during the
1990s, and his trials proved the method worked.68 In 1996, biologists administered PZP to feral burros in the Virgin Islands, proving the vaccine’s efficacy on Equus asinus.69 The Platero Project will
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now institute the same birth-control method for the feral burros who
roam the American west.70
In retrospect, lawmakers were accurate when they deemed burros “living symbols” of the historic west, but they may not have
appreciated just how complicated the history of the west actually
is. Burros were once an essential component of western settlement,
for they alone enabled humans to access mineral deposits in the desert wastes. When improved technology and transportation rendered
their services superﬂuous, these legendary beasts of burden were cast
off like so much outdated technology. In the wild, their populations
soared and crashed in response to the whims of humanity. When the
Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act became law in 1971, it
appeared that we had at long last acknowledged our historical debt
to the prospector’s best friend, affording the animal federal protection in perpetuity. It has since become apparent, however, that serious issues remain. When we resolved to save the burros, we accepted
responsibility for their future. As was the case for millennia, we
again ﬁnd the burros’ fate entwined with ours. Alas, like an equine
cross to bear, the beast is now our burden.
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